Abstract. Let T be a bounded linear operator from a complex Banach space % into itself and let % be a closed invariant subspace of T. Let 7*1911 denote the restriction of T to % and let a denote the spectrum of an operator. The main results say that: (1) If 9C is the closed linear span of a family {91t,} of invariant subspaces, then every component of a(T) intersects the closure of the set U, a^T^M^) and every point of o(T)\ U y o (7" 1911,) is an approximate eigenvalue of T. (2) If % is the closed linear span of a finite family {%,,..., 91t,,} of invariant subspaces, and the spectra o(7'|l")It/), J ■ 1, 2.n, are pairwise disjoint, Uten 9C is actually equal to the algebraic direct sum of the 91t,'s, the City's are hyperinvariant subspaces of T and a(T) = U "_i a(T\^t¡). This last result is sharp in a certain specified sense. The results of (1) have a "dual version" (10; (1) and (10 are applied to analyze the spectrum of an operator having a chain of invariant subspaces which is "piecewise well-ordered by inclusion", extending in several ways recent results of J. D. Stafney on the spectra of lower triangular matrices.
On the spectra of the restrictions of T E £(%)
. In what follows 90 will denote a Banach space over the complex field C: Operator and subspace will mean bounded linear map from 90 into 90 and closed linear manifold, respectively. The Banach algebra of all operators acting on 90 will be denoted by £(90). Let 9IL G Lat T, the lattice of invariant subspaces of an operator T. Here we shall study the relations between the spectrum of T and the spectra of T|91L (the restriction of T to 91L thought as an operator acting on 91L) and Tex e £(90/911), the operator induced by T on the quotient space 90/9H, which is defined by the equality Ttrx = tiTx, for all x E 90, where it: ||(7 -A)x"|| -» 0, as zz -» oo}. It is well known that 0ap(7) contains 0,(7), the point spectrum of 7, 0ap(7) is a closed subset of o(T), 0ap(7) d3o (7), (where 3K denotes the boundary of a set K c C) and (7 -A) is a semiFredholm operator of negative index for all A E o(7) \ 0ap (7) . If 911 E Lat 7, then 3o(7|91t) c 0ap(7|91t) c 0ap(7); in particular, o(7|91L) n 0(7) # 0, unless 91L = {0} (in which case o(7|91l) = 0). If 7* E £(90*) denotes the adjoint of 7 (acting on the dual space 90* of 90), then o(7*) = o(T) (except when 90 is a Hilbert space and 7* is defined "via inner product", in which case the above equality is replaced by o(7*) = {A: A E o(7)}). The reader is referred to [1] , [3] , [9] , [10] for details.
A fundamental tool for this paper is the Riesz functional calculus: if / is a function analytic in a neighborhood ñ of o (7) and y is a suitably oriented finite family of rectifiable closed pairwise disjoint Jordan curves such that (l/2mi)jy(X -z)~x dX = 1 for all z E o(T), then f(T) = (IfimfyJQ^iX -7)"' dX defines an operator on 90 which can be approximated in the norm by rational function of 7, with poles outside o(T); then f(T) E &J-, the analytic algebra generated by 7. Moreover, if / is actually analytic in a neighborhood of o(7) = CXp^T), where pM(7) denotes the unbounded component of the resolvent set p(7) = C\ o(7) of 7, then/(7) E &T, the weak closure of the polynomials in 7. (This is an easy consequence of Runge's theorem; see [6] . The Riesz' functional calculus that we need is contained in [9] and [10, Chapter XI].) We shall extensively use a particular case of this functional calculus; namely, if o(T) = o0 U 0,, where o0 and 0, are nonempty disjoint clopen (i.e., closed and open) subsets of o(T) and/is defined to be identically zero in a neighborhood of o0 and identically one in a neighborhood of 0,, then f(T) is an idempotent element of <3?T such that 90 = ker/(7) ffiran/(7) (the algebraic direct sum of the kernel and the range of f(T)), o(7|ker/(7)) = o0 and o(7|ran/(7)) = 0,. f(T) will be called the idempotent associated to 0,. Theorem 1. Let {91t": v E $} be an arbitrary family of invariant subspaces of the operator 7 whose closed linear span \f{?ÏÏLr: v E 0} is the whole space 90. Let 0' = U"0(7"), where Ty -7|9H" is the restriction of 7 to 91t" and a -closure 0'. Then:
(ii) Every clopen subset ofo(T) intersects 0'. (iii) Every component ofo(T) intersects 0. (iv) In particular, ifo(T) is totally disconnected, then o(T) = 0.
Proof, (i) We proceed as in [5, Theorem 6] : if A E o(T) \ a' then (7 - A)91L" -9H, for all v E $ and, therefore, (7-A)90 = (7-A) y9H"D(7-A)2 % = 2(7-A)9lt, -291t"
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which is dense in 90, i.e. T -X has a dense range, whence the result follows (see [9, Chapter IV]).
(ii) Let o0 be a clopen subset of o(T) which does not intersect o'. For fixed v, let/, be a function analytic in a neighborhood of o(T) u o(T") such that J(z) = 0 in a neighborhood of o0 and J(z) = 1 in a neighborhood of o(T) u o(Tv) \ o0, and let Ev = J"(T). Observe that E = Ev is an idempotent independent of v G <P [10, Chapter XI]; in fact, for any v, 90 «■ ran E" © ker E" is the decomposition of 90 associated to the partition o(T) = [o(T) \ o0] U Oq, where o-ÍT^ran E") = o(T) \ a0 and cr^lker Ev) = o0, ran E" and ker Ev are obviously invariant under E", and /sjran i1, = /|ran Ev (where / denotes the identity operator on 90) and £",|ker E, = 0. Clearly, the above partition does not depend on v.
On the other hand, 911, is invariant under E and £|9H" =/,(r)|9IL, = J,,(T\^lr) -/|9H> because J"(z) = 1 in a neighborhood of o(T"). Since 90 = V,^» it follows that E = /; i.e. ker £ = {0}, which is impossible unless o0 = 0. This proves (ii).
(iii) Since o(T) is a compact Hausdorff space, every component of 0(7") is the intersection of all the clopen subsets containing it. Let o*, = D {o0: (a E ¥)oa is clopen and contains a,} be a component of o(T). According to (ii), oa n rj' =£ 0 for every aGt Therefore {rr0 n a: a G ¥} is a family of closed subsets of o(T) having the finite intersection property. By compactness, it is clear that o, n <r = D [oa n o: a E ¥} cannot be empty.
(iv) The proof of (ii) shows that if o(T) is totally disconnected, then o(T) c o. Now, according to [1] , for each v E 4>, o(Tv) c ô(T). Since o(T) is totally disconnected, o(T) = ô(T) and therefore o(T") c 0(7"); a fortiori, oCo(T). a Example C of [5] shows that, in general, a(T)~2 a. Our next example shows that o(T) Z a in the general case; moreover, it also shows that a could be surprisingly small in comparison with o(T), even in the case when 90 is the closed span of only two subspaces. The ingredients for the construction of this example were taken from a paper of T. B. Hoover [8] . . By proceeding as in the proof of (iii), it is easy to see that the clopen subsets can be replaced by components of o(A) and o(B). A minor modification of the example given in [8] shows that o(A) can have exactly one component while o(B) has uncountably many.
Our next result is the promised "dual version" of Theorem 1. Proof, (i*) Let 91L £ Lat 7 and let 9H± = {x* E 90*: ker x* D 911} be the annihilator of 91L. It is well known that 9H-1-is a w*-closed subspace of 90* invariant under T*, which can be canonically identified with (90/911)*; J*|9ILJ-can be identified with T* (where, as usual, T denotes the operator induced by T on 90/91L) and, therefore, 0(7*|9ltx) = o(T) (see [3] , [9] ,
[10]).
Since n ,91L, = {0}, it follows that the w*-closed span w* -V,9K>" of the 91tx's is the whole dual space 90*. We have shown that o(T*) \ U yo(7?) = a(T) \ 0' (7? = 7*|91L^). Thus, if X G o(T) \ o' we can proceed as in the proof of (i) to show that (T* -X)90* D 2,,91tx; hence ran(7* -X) is w*-dense in 90*. If ran(7* -X) is not closed, then X G 0ap(7*) because (7** -X) cannot be bounded below. If ran(7* -X) is closed, then ran(7* -X) = [ker(7 -X)]x is w*-closed and, therefore, ran(7* -X) = 90*, (7* -X)
is a semi-Fredholm operator of positive index and X G 0^(7*) c rrap(7*) (see [9, Chapter IV]). This proves (i*).
(ii*) Let o0 be a clopen subset of a (7) which does not intersect a'. For fixed v, let/, be defined as in the proof of (ii), with o(7") replaced by o(T"). Let E, = /, (7); then E* -[/(7)]* = /,(7*) and E = Ev, E* = £,* are independent of v. Since /, is analytic in a neighborhood of o(T) U 0(7") and Tr -X G £(90/911,,) is the operator induced by 7 -X on 90/911,, it follows that 9lt" G Lat is, and Er=J"(Tv) is equal to the operator induced by E, » E on 90/9H,. Then 90 = ran E © ker E and 90* -ran E* © ker £*, ker E* = (ran E)L and ran E* = (ker E)x. By using the canonical identification of (i*), it is not difficult to see that (ker E,)*-D (ker Ey = 91í^. Hence, ran E* is a w*-closed subspace of 90* containing 2"9H^, which is a w*-dense linear manifold; therefore ran£* = 90*, whence we obtain that £* = /* and o0 = 0.
The proof of (ii*) is complete. Finally, the proofs of (iii*) and (iv*) are identical to those of (iii) and (iv), resp. □ 2. Triangular operators. In this section we shall improve and extend several results of J. D. Stafney (see [11] ) about the spectra of lower triangular matrices of a certain type. Let 9IL, 91 G Lat 7, such that 9IL c 91 and dim 91/911 = 1; then the eigenvalue of the one-dimensional operator induced by 7|9l on 91/9H will be called a diagonal entry of 7. Theorem 2. Let T E £(90) and let G be a chain in Lat 7 such that: (1) 6 = {911^: f6$) is well-ordered Jrom below; i.e., $ is an initial segment ojthe ordinals anda, ß G $, a < ß implies that 9lta C 911^.
(2) % -{0}; Jor each fë$, dim9It"+,/91L, = 1, and Jor each limit ordinal y, 91L, = V{91t,: " < y}-(3)90 = VÄ-'-efc}.
Then: (i) Q c Lat éü^-; {rr(7v): v G $} is an increasing Jamily of compact subsets ofo(T) ando(T) = aap(7) (7" = 7|9H"). (7) is a diagonal entry; moreover, these isolated points are eigenvalues of 7.
(iii) For each v E $, o(T) = o(T") u o (7,) , where 7, is the operator induced by Ton 90/91^, and {o(Tr): v E $} is a decreasing family of compact subsets O/0(7).
(iv) Let 5f(T) = n {0 ( which is clearly contained in o (7). We have shown, in particular, that {o(T")} is an increasing family of sets and that 6 E Lat ($?T. Finally, by applying Theorem l(i) to 7 and using (3), we conclude that o(7) = 0ap(7).
(ii) Let o0 be a nonempty clopen subset of o (7) and let En be the associated idempotent. Then EQ E <3?T and 90 -ran E0 © ker EQ, where ran En, ker E0 £ Lat 6%., o(7|ran E0) = o0 and o(7|ker E0) n 0O = 0-<^r and Lat <3?T split with respect to the above decomposition of 90 and, therefore (since G c Lat (%.), 911, = (9H, n ran E0) ® (9H, n ker E0) for all v £ O (see [6] ).
Condition (3) guarantees that E<ßL, = 911, n ran E0 ^ {0} for all v in a final segment of $. Let y be the first index such that ^o^TL,, ^ {0}. Since o(7y) c o(7), o0 n o(7y) is a nonempty clopen subset of o(7y) and therefore, by Theorem l(ii), o0 n o(Ty) must intersect U {o(Tv): v < y); but this implies that o0 intersects o(T") for some v < y, contradicting the definition of y, unless y = a + 1 for some ordinal a E $ such that o0 n o(7") = 0. It follows that 0O n o(7y) = 0O n 0(7a+I) = {A"}, i.e. Aa £ o0.
This proves the first part of (ii); the second statement follows from the first one as in the proof of Theorem 1 (iii). The fact that every isolated point of o(7) belongs to d(T) is also clear; thus, it only remains to show that the isolated points are eigenvalues of 7. Let Ey be the idempotent associated to {X,,}, where X,, G d(T) is an isolated point of o (7) . Without loss of generality we can assume that y is the first index such that X, = X,,. Then 911,,+, = 91L, © [cxy: c G C}, where 911,, = 9Hy+, n ker Ey, o(Ty) does not contain the point X, and xy is any nonzero vector of the one-dimensional subspace 9Hy+, n ran Ey. It is easy to see that Ty+Xxy = Xyxy and, therefore, ^ G 0,(7Y+1)C0"(7).
(iii) The equality o(7) = 0(7,) u 0(7") follows fromji) and [5, Theorem 3] . As in_the proof of (i), we can easily see that 0(7,) = o(Tv+x) u {X,} (\ G 0,(7,)); hence, 0(7,) d 0(7,+ 1) for all v G $. In general, if a, ß G O and a < ß, then 90/% is canonically isomorphic to (90/9Ha)/(9H/8/91l") and, according to [5, Theorem 3] , o(Ta) = 0(7^) u 0(7a|9Hy3/91l") D 0(7^), provided 91^ /9H" G Lat Gfy; but this is a consequence of (i). Indeed, it is enough to replace (in the proof of (i)) 7 by Ta and Q by {91L,/9ILa: p6$, 
d(T)yjaj(T). D
Roughly speaking, the operator 7 of Theorem 2 has an "upper triangular matrix" with respect to the chain 6. Analogous results can be proven for an operator having a "lower triangular matrix" with respect to a certain chain of invariant subspaces, by using the fact [5, Theorem 8] that an invariant subspace of finite codimension always belongs to Lat <3?T, and Theorem 1* instead of Theorem 1. Thus, we shall establish here the "dual version" of Theorem 2. The proof is left to the interested reader (if any!). Theorem 2*. Let 7 G £(90) and let Qbea chain in Lat 7 such that:
(1) Q = {9IL,: p60) is well-ordered Srom above; i.e., $ is an initial segment qSthe ordinals and a,ßE$,a< ß implies that 91t" D 911^. None of the inclusions op(T) c d(T) and ¿(7) c 0, (7) is true in general. Indeed, we have the following counterexamples:
Example F. Let S be the unilateral shift "multiplication by eix" in the Hardy space H2(D) = V{einx}ñ-o (the einx,s form an orthonormal basis of this Hilbert space). Then {9Hn = \Z(eiky)nk"0: n = 0, 1,... } is an invariant subspace chain for S* satisfying the conditions (1), (2), (3) (1), (2), (3) and (iv) of Theorem 2. Theorem l(i) and the fact that 70 is unitarily equivalent to its adjoint implies (after some computations, see [3] , [8] (1), (2) and (3) (the type of order being equal to w + 2) and d(T) = {0, A}. However, a straightforward computation shows that ker(7 -A) = {0}. Indeed, ap(T) = {0}.
Let {Aa: a £ c} be an arbitrary subset of D , well-ordered according to the index set E. For each a EE, define Ta as the operator 7 given above, where xa E %¡\ ran(70 -Aa) is chosen to be a norm-one vector (hence, ||7a|| is a constant independent of a), acting on the Hilbert space 90a (a copy of the above 90), and let Ga be the copy of the above G. Finally, define ^ to be the orthogonal direct sum of the 90"'s and L = ©" 70; clearly, ||L|| = ||7J| < 00 and, therefore, LE £(y), and it is easy to see that ^ = Xa (Ba (lexicographically ordered) is a chain for L satisfying (1), (2) and (3) (7,) : v E <&}, resp.) is an increasing (decreasing, resp.) family of compact subsets ofoA(T).
This corollary cannot be improved in general, because the "holes" of o (7,) can suddenly disappear if v is a limit point of the index set. Namely, we have Example H. Let 7 be the bilateral shift in L2(dD, dm), as in [5, Example A] (see also [3] , [4] ) and let L = (7 + 2) © (7 -2) G £(L2 © L2). Define G as follows: if 91t,, = \/{eikx}^.", n = 0, ± 1, ±2,..., then G = {9It" © (0) = 9V} u [L2 © (0)} u {L2 © 91t+}. It is easy to see that 6 is a chain of invariant subspaces of L, L2@L2= V{^ ^ £}> {0} = D {91t G G), o(L|9Iln) is a closed disc of radius one centered at (-2) and 0(L|91t*) is the union of 30(L|91L¡7) with a closed disc of radius one centered at 2, while o(L|L2 © {0}) is just the circle of radius one and center (-2). This example also shows that, in general, a component of o(L) need not contain a diagonal entry.
Lemma 4. Let 7 G £(90) and let G c Lat &T(A) be a maximal chain of subspaces of 90. Let o0 be a nonempty clopen subset of oA(T) with associated idempotent E0. If 70 denotes the restriction of 7 to ran Eq, then Gq = {9H, n ran E0: c6$} is a maximal chain of subspaces of ran E0 contained in Lat &T (A) and every diagonal entry of 70 (with respect to the chain 0^) is also a diagonal entry of 7.
Proof. A maximal chain of subspaces can be characterized by the following two properties: G is complete and, whenever 9H, 91 G G, 91t c 91 and there is no 911' G G such that 9H c 9H' c 91, then dim 91/91L = 1. On the other hand, it is clear that E0 G éEr(A) and, therefore, Lat &T(A) splits with respect to the decomposition 90 = ker E0 © ran E0 [5] , [6] . It follows that i^, is a maximal chain of subspaces of ran E0 contained in Lat &T (A). Proof. As in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 2*, it will be enough to show that every clopen subset of 0A (7) contains a diagonal entry. Let o0 be a nonempty clopen subset of 0A (7). Now observe that Lemma 4 reduces our problem to show that o0 contains a diagonal entry of the restriction of 7 to ran En, where E0 is the idempotent associated to o0. In other words: it is enough to prove the result for the case when o0 = oA(T). Then the algebraic sum of the 91t/j is direct and, moreover, the direct sum ©"_,91L,-is closed in 90. In addition, if ©"",911^ = 90, then the 91t/s are actually hyperinvariant subspaces of 7 and 0(7)= lj;.,0(7|91L,).
We shall need an auxiliary result. Indeed, the following lemma proves' more than what we need for the proof of Theorem 6. Lemma 7. Let 91L, 91 be two invariant subspaces of 7 and assume that o(7|91L) n o(7|9l) = 0. Assume, moreover, that 0(7|91t) = Uy_,02,_i and o(7|9l) = U*_,02y» where the o2j_xs (o2/s, resp.) are clopen subsets of o(7|91t) (o(7|9l), resp.) and that there exist a polynomial p(z) and real constants 80 < 0 < 5, < • • • < d^ such that oh c {z: 8h_x < \p(z)\ < 8h}, h = 1,2, ...,2k. Then 91t n 9t = {0} and 91t © 9t (algebraic direct sum) is closed in 90.
Proof. Let 90o = 9It n 9t; clearly, 90o is invariant under 7. Thus, according to [1] , d0(7|9Oo) c o(7|91t) n o(7|9t) = 0; hence, o(7|90o) = 0 and, therefore, 90o = (0).
By the Riesz functional calculus [10, p. 421], 91t can be written as the algebraic direct sum 9lt = ®J=x<Üt2j_x, where 9R^_, is invariant under 7 and 0(7|9lt?/_,) = o2J_x,j = 1,..., k. Similarly we have 9t = ®k.x%j, where %2j is invariant under 7 and o(7|9ty) = o2j,j = 1,..., k.
Let us assume that 9lt © 9t is not closed in 90; then (see [9, p. 219] ) there exist two sequences of vectors {xn}"_" {v"}"_" x" E 91t, y" G 9t, \\x"\\ = ||y"\\ = 1, for all n, such that lim(Ai -» oo)||x" -y"\\ = 0. By using the above decompositions, we can write xn = "2k=xx2j~x,y" = 2*«.,y2J, where x2j~l G 91t?/_, and y2J E %%, j=l,...,k.
Moreover, since 9t = (©*",'91^) © 912*, the projection P2k of 9t onto 91^ along ©*~,19Í2/ is bounded in 9t and therefore there exists a positive constant C2k such that \\y2k\\ = ll-PîfcVjl < C2k, for all n.
Claim. If ||jc" -y"\\ ->0, then \\y2k\\ -»0 («-» oo). Assume it is not true; then, passing if necessary to a subsequence, we can assume that || v^*|| > e > 0, for some c and for all n. Since the above estimations do not depend on n, we can fix an mQ so that \\A m°(yn -xn)\\ > 1 for a11 »J from II*« -^»11 -* 0 (" -» oo), it follows that 1 < Mm»(xn -yn)|| < \\A*\\ • ||x" -y"||-»0 (»-»oo), a contradiction. This proves our claim. Hence, if ||x"-y"||-»0, then y2*-»0 and, for all « large enough, ||y2*|| <\i writing yn for (l/\\yn -y2k\\) (yn-yf), it follows that ||x" -y'"\\ -» 0 as « -» oo. By repeating the same arguments, it follows that x" ' -» 0; then, by induction on k, we conclude that x" -» 0 and y" -» 0, a contradiction. Therefore 9H © 91 is closed in 90. □ Proof of Theorem 6. Our hypothesis on the spectra of the operators 7191^,/= 1,..., », is equivalent to saying that there exists a finite family T = {y,.ym} of rectifiable pairwise disjoint closed Jordan curves such that 0(7|91tfc) is separated from 0,^*0(71911,) by some subset of the y"'s.
Clearly, we can assume that no subset of m -1 curves has the desired property (in other words, that T is "minimal"); then, after a suitable renumbering of the curves, we can also assume that the interior of y, (i.e., the bounded component of C \ y,) does not contain any of the curves y2,..., 
